Inside computer networks, different information processing tasks are necessary to deliver the user data efficiently. This processing can also be done in the quantum domain. We present simple optical quantum networks where the orbital angular momentum of a single photon is used as an ancillary degree of freedom which controls decisions at the network level. Linear optical elements are enough to provide important network primitives like multiplexing and routing. First we show how to build a simple multiplexer and demultiplexer which combine photonic qubits and separate them again at the receiver. We also give two different self-routing networks where the OAM of an input photon is enough to make it find its desired destination.
Inside computer networks, different information processing tasks are necessary to deliver the user data efficiently. This processing can also be done in the quantum domain. We present simple optical quantum networks where the orbital angular momentum of a single photon is used as an ancillary degree of freedom which controls decisions at the network level. Linear optical elements are enough to provide important network primitives like multiplexing and routing. First we show how to build a simple multiplexer and demultiplexer which combine photonic qubits and separate them again at the receiver. We also give two different self-routing networks where the OAM of an input photon is enough to make it find its desired destination.
I. QUANTUM COMPUTER NETWORKS
Classical communication networks are routinely used to coordinate many users in common computation and communication tasks. The successful implementation of quantum communication protocols, like quantum cryptography [1, 2] , has spawned an interest in quantum communication networks. In this Letter, we explore the possibilities of photonic quantum computer networks which work with the orbital angular momentum of light.
When many computers are connected to a network, there appear new problems which are dealt with at different levels [3] . Two important problems are routing and multiplexing. Routing concerns finding a path from the origin to the destination node. The network must have a mechanism to identify the destination and select the best way to deliver the data. Multiplexing protocols control how the limited network resources are shared among the users. For instance, in fibre optic networks, Wavelength Division Multiple Access, WDMA, schemes are employed to send many data channels through the same optical fibre. The signals are sent at different wavelengths so that they not interfere with each other.
There are also quantum techniques to combine different quantum channels in the same path. The channels are given separate properties in the time [4] , frequency and wavelength [5] [6] [7] , coherent state amplitude [8] or orbital angular momentum [9] domains so that they can be later divided again at the receiver.
Additionally, quantum computation permits new routing protocols, like delayed commutation [10] , that can solve certain problems of classical networks.
In order to perform network tasks like routing and multiplexing, the network usually carries two kinds of information: the user data which must be sent from one end to the other and the control data necessary for the correct operation of the network.
We will discuss networks in which the control data is encoded in the orbital angular momentum of single photons. The user data can be encoded in another degree of freedom. In our networks, we use polarization. With this separation, we can work on the network problems at a level independent from the actual transmitted data.
Our schemes are based on an elementary optical block, the orbital angular momentum beam splitter, OAMBS, which can be built using only mirrors, phase shifters, beamsplitters and Dove prisms [11] . OAMBSs, when combined with computer generated holograms, can be used to provide a simple OAM multiplexing scheme and two kinds of self-routing networks where the data is directed to its destination without advanced processing in the intermediate nodes. The schemes we present are also valid for classical networks. We take the more general quantum case because it also allows new possibilities like routing to a superposition of destinations.
II. THE OAM OF LIGHT
Photons can carry orbital angular momentum, OAM [12] . We can define single photon states |ℓ which carry an orbital angular momentum of ℓh. These states correspond to Laguerre-Gauss modes LG ℓ p which are orthonormal for different azimuthal integer ℓ indices. We assume a constant radial index p = 0. OAM states are characterized by a spiral phase front with ℓ complete changes of phase from 0 to 2π in the azimuthal coordinate.
III. OAM TOOLBOX
We can manipulate photons carrying OAM with standard linear optics equipment like phase shifters and beamsplitters with the usual results. Mirrors flip the phase front and change the sign of the winding number ℓ. Additionally, we can specifically address the OAM degree of freedom with two new elements: Dove prisms and holograms.
A Dove prism rotated by an angle α 2 rotates the wavefront, introducing a phase shift proportional to the OAM value of the photon state. We represent this element with the operator D α so that D α |ℓ = e −iαℓ |−ℓ [13] . The sign change in ℓ is due to reflection inside the prism.
We can also increase or decrease the OAM value of an |ℓ state by an arbitrary amount using a computer generated hologram [14] . Even though we use the term hologram, there are other optical elements, like spiral phase plates [15] , which produce the same result. We say we have a +k hologram, with operator H k , if the state evolution is H k |ℓ = |ℓ + k .
IV. INFORMATION ENCODING
We consider networks with D users transmitting photonic qubits. The data is encoded in individual photons with three relevant degrees of freedom: path, polarization and OAM. |ℓ p n denotes the state of a photon in path n with polarization p and winding number ℓ. The users encode their data in the polarization degree of freedom. We consider user i can generate arbitrary qubit states ψ
, with
All the schemes will also be valid for entangled inputs in cases where many users share a state.
We suppose all the blocks are insensitive to polarization. Our setups, however, can have small differences in behaviour for ℓ
and ℓ
V i
states. In a practical implementation, it might be better to use alternative degrees of freedom to encode qubits. A possible substitute is time-bin encoding, the encoding used in practical quantum cryptography optical fibre networks [16] . In time-bin encoding, different qubit values are represented in separate time windows. The wavefunction of a time localized photon, or a part of it, can be delayed with respect to a reference to give two logical states.
V. ORBITAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM BEAMSPLITTER
The central element of all of our proposals is the OAM beamsplitter of Zou and Mathis [11] . An OAMBS forwards photons to different output ports according to their OAM. The OAMBS is a linear optics multiport with D input ports and D output ports. The D paths can contain photons with any winding number ℓ from 0 to D − 1. Strictly, the OAMBS has D × D × 2 = 2D 2 modes (D paths, with D OAM states and 2 polarizations), but we can study the evolution of a photon going through the OAMBS using the D ×D scattering matrix that defines the D-path multiport. Except for reflections, the winding number ℓ of the photon does not change inside the passive, linear OAMBS and can be left as a parameter. Polarization is likewise preserved.
The OAMBS has two symmetric multiport gates, S, and a Dove prism stage, DP , that has at each port a Dove prism rotated by an angle πn D proportional to the port number n. The whole system has a scattering matrix OAMBS = SDP S. Matrix S has elements
in row n and column m and matrix DP is a diagonal matrix with elements
in the n-th row and column. Figure 1 shows an OAMBS with three inputs and outputs. The symmetric multiports are built using beamsplitters, phase shifters and a mirror. Connecting the two symmetric multiports there are two Dove prisms which introduce different phase shifts for photons with a different winding number. All the elements inside the OAMBS are simple linear optics elements.
This kind of setup can be generalized to any number of inputs D. Symmetric multiports of any size can be synthesized with beamsplitters and phase shifters in a triangular setup [17] . We only need to add D − 1 Dove prisms with the adequate rotation between two equal symmetric multiports to have an OAMBS. Inside the symmetric multiports the photons are reflected an odd number of times. The output photon will change its OAM state from |ℓ to |−ℓ . The effect of the whole OAMBS acting on an input |ℓ n state comes from applying the gates in order
The total probability amplitude for each |−ℓ k state can be written as the geometric sum
Only the state |−ℓ k with k = rD −ℓ−n has a probability amplitude different from 0. We use the shorthand |−ℓ ⊖ℓ⊖n , where ⊖ is modulo D subtraction. In the rest of the paper, whenever modular addition, ⊕, or subtraction, ⊖, appear, they are assumed to be modulo D.
Photons will also travel through the OAMBS in the opposite direction. In the previous discussion we have described the left-to-right or direct evolution with operator OAMBS. We will also send photons from the "output" ports. We call the operator in the right-to-left or reverse direction SBMAO.
We can relate OAMBS and SBMAO using basic linear algebra properties. Matrix S is the concatenation of beamsplitter, BS, and phase shifter, PS, stages so that S = PS N BS N · · · BS 1 PS 1 . All the stages have symmetric scattering matrices (BS
N is the scattering matrix that corresponds to applying the stages in reverse order (from right to left). As S is symmetric, see Equation (1), the S operators are the same in the forward and backward directions.
The Dove prism acts only on the OAM. In this case, the backwards operation is different. The winding number is defined from the point of view of the direction of propagation. In a right to left journey, photons see a rotation angle and an operator DP † . We can repeat the calculations in equations (3)-(5) to see that evolution through SBMAO = SDP † S is
Now, only the state |ℓ k with k = rD + ℓ − n has a probability amplitude different from 0.
We can check that an SBMAO is the inverse of the OAMBS, as
VI. COMPACT OAM MULTIPLEXING Our first network application is a compact OAM merger which takes photons in different paths and combines them in a single spatial port. The merger follows the general scheme of Figure 2 . This system is different from our previous OAM multiplexer, which takes the state from n photonic qubits and transfers it to the OAM of a single photon. That kind of multiplexing requires advanced photonic quantum gates beyond current technology. We have also proposed a limited qubit merger which can take together n photons and send them through the same path, but is limited to an exponentially growing OAM encoding [9] .
The OAM MUX we describe here can take up to D photons into a single path, but is more efficient and experimentally feasible for a higher number of channels. We use all the OAM values from 0 to D. We imagine D users who are assigned each an input port of index n from 0 to D − 1. We then place a −n hologram before the n-th port of the OAMBS. Input user states |0 n become |−n n , which, after the OAMBS, become |n 0 . All the input photons are in the path corresponding to the 0 output port and have an identifying OAM value which allows to separate them later. If the photons carry polarization encoded quantum data, the transmitted multiplexed state can be written as ⊗
. The DEMUX is simply a SBMAO (the input OAMBS with the elements in the reverse order). The SBMAO takes states |n 0 into |−n n .
As the data is encoded in the polarization degree of freedom, we don't really need to undo the OAM transformation. Anyway, a final stage with +n holograms can be added at output ports n for symmetry or if the OAM state of the photons can be relevant later.
VII. SELF-ROUTING NETWORKS
Self-routing networks are systems in which the messages, as sent from the users, carry all the information needed to deliver them to their desired destination. Intermediate nodes perform little additional processing and the network is simple. The best known classical example are Benes networks [18] .
A. Simple OAMBS self-routing
We can use the OAM degree of freedom of the user photons to encode the destination node so that a simple optical network can forward them correctly. There are two possible configurations. The first is a direct application of the OAMBS . If we have two sets of users, a group of D "left" users L 0 , L 1 , . . . , L D−1 and a group of D "right" users R 0 , R 1 , . . . , R D−1 , any user from the left group can send data to any right user of choice. Conversely, any right user can reach any left user. If user L n prepares a state |ℓ n , the output state |−ℓ ⊖ℓ⊖n is received by user R ⊖ℓ⊖n . A user L n who wants to send a qubit to user R m can always prepare a photon with winding number ℓ = ⊖m ⊖ n. Users need to have variable holograms, which can be implemented, for instance, with spatial light modulators, SLMs, controlled by a computer with the pre-stored patterns of each necessary ±ℓ value [19] . The network also works in reverse to send any message from R n to L m . In this case, the photon sees the SBMAO transformation. R n must choose a winding number ℓ = m ⊕ n that directs input state |m ⊕ n n into an output state |−(m ⊕ n) m in path m where L m is.
B. OAM star network
We can improve the previous design to build a self-routing network where all the users can send qubits to any other user. Figure 3 shows the diagram representing these star networks with a central distributing node. We can build this network by using a modified version of the OAMBS setup. We make use of reflective holograms, such as those created with reflective SLMs which combine a mirror and a hologram. The effect of a reflective hologram RH k on OAM state |ℓ n is HL k |ℓ n = |−ℓ − k n . The star network is created for D users at the input of an OAMBS. We place reflective holograms HL −n at the n-th output port of the OAMBS.
Imagine user U n wants to send a qubit to user U m . U n can prepare a state |ℓ n , which, after the OAMBS, becomes |−ℓ ⊖ℓ⊖n . The state is reflected from the hologram with k = ℓ ⊕ n and state |⊖n ⊖ℓ⊖n transverses the OAMBS in the reverse direction. After the SBMAO evolution, the state is |n ⊖n⊕ℓ⊕n = |n ℓ . User U n only needs to give its qubit a winding number ℓ = m to make it reach user U m .
VIII. SUMMARY AND FURTHER POSSIBILITIES
We have presented two different applications of orbital angular momentum to quantum networking. First we have given an OAM multiplexer which can combine up to D photonic qubits in a single output port and the corresponding OAM demultiplexer that expands the qubits back to D destination ports. Then, we have proposed two different self-routing networks in which the OAM degree of freedom of the transmitted photons guarantees they are delivered to the desired destination. All the proposed systems can be built with simple optical elements which have been used before with good results in experiments on the OAM of single photons [20, 21] .
There are some practical difficulties that limit our proposals. The first is that OAM modes do not couple well to optical fibre. OAM encoding is mostly restricted to free-space communication networks. Second, there is a maximum winding number ℓ beyond which the generation and manipulation of photons in the |ℓ state becomes too technically demanding. Nevertheless, OAM values up to a few tens have been successfully employed in practical communication scenarios [22] . The multiplexing and routing techniques we have proposed could be used in a small or medium open network.
We can picture a metropolitan quantum cryptography network with a central node on the top of a visible, tall building. If the central node contains the OAMBS and the reflective holograms of the star self-routing network, any pair of users can establish communication channels between them without dedicated links for each possible connection. Visibility between users is no longer required. They only need to see the central node. For D users, the number of nodes goes down from D 2 to D (plus the additional optics in the central node with the star router). Similar networks could be deployed, for instance, for satellite quantum cryptography [1, 23] .
The networks we have proposed can also be used to send classical information. In classical information networks, OAM gives some advantages, like improved security against eavesdropping the OAM value [22] . Quantum OAM networks, however, open many intriguing possibilities, like new network protocols with a superposition of destinations.
A simple interesting application is entanglement distribution [24, 25] . Imagine a polarized entangled Bell pair with two paths which can be, for instance, the paths of the photon pairs emerging from parametric down conversion in a BBO crystal [26] . The crystal can be connected to the two input ports corresponding to users U x and U y . Before entering our OAM star network, we can place +n and +m holograms to reach destination users U n and U m . After the journey back and forth the OAMBS, the end users share the entangled state . With two SLMs in the source of the Bell pairs we can change the destination nodes. In any case, due care must be taken to preserve entanglement. Too long a network journey is still problematic without quantum repeaters [27] .
These examples show the potential of having a network with automated routing at the quantum level. We hope our OAM quantum network elements will clear the way for new experimental quantum computer networks in which the network tasks can also take advantage of different quantum effects.
